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We calculate, for the first time, the next-to-next-to leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections to
spin correlations in top quark pair production at the LHC. The NNLO corrections play an important
role in the description of the corresponding differential distributions. We observe that the Standard
Model calculation describes the available ∆φ`` data in the fiducial region but does not agree with
the ∆φ`` measurement extrapolated to full phase space. Most likely this discrepancy is due to
the difference in precision between existing event generators and NNLO calculations for dilepton
top-pair final states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Within the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics in-
dividual top quarks produced in proton–(anti)proton col-
lisions are not polarized. The spins of two pair-produced
top quarks are, however, correlated to each other. It is
possible [1] to study directly such spin correlations be-
tween top quarks since, due to the very rapid decay of
the top quark, its spin is passed to its decay products
almost free of non-perturbative effects [2]. This implies
that top quark spin correlations are calculable.
The study of top quark spin correlations has a long
history. Spin correlations have been long recognized as
a powerful tool for probing the nature of the quark sec-
tor in the Standard Model (SM) [3–14] as well as Higgs
and/or beyond the SM (BSM) physics [15–19]. Indeed, a
generic BSM contribution to top production will alter the
top-pair production spin density matrix. An important
example is the case of a light spin zero top quark su-
persymmetric partner, the stop, decaying to top quarks
[16, 18]. Seeking deviations between SM predictions and
LHC measurements of top quark spin correlations repre-
sents a powerful model-independent search strategy for
possible BSM physics coupled to the top quark sector.
Very recently, the ATLAS collaboration has published
[20] a very precise measurement of spin correlations in
top quark pair production at the LHC (earlier LHC and
Tevatron measurements include [21–25]). A deviation of
about 3.2σ with respect to the SM has been observed.
This is by far the biggest deviation from the SM observed
in the top quark sector at the LHC to date. Given the
potential significance of such a discrepancy, in this work
we calculate for the first time the complete set of NNLO
QCD corrections to top quark pair production and decay.
Our calculation uses the narrow width approximation. It
allows us to qualitatively increase the level of precision
of SM predictions for realistic top quark final states thus
making the comparison with the ATLAS data [20] much
more predictive.
Generally, top quark spin correlations can be assessed
following two strategies. The first strategy, which we call
direct, reconstructs the top-pair spin density matrix and
is based on kinematic distributions computed in specially
designed frames of reference; see refs. [8, 9] for details.
The second strategy, which we call indirect, utilizes
differential distributions defined in the laboratory frame.
These distributions are best suited for experimental
study but they tend to be only partly sensitive to spin
correlations. In order to maximize the extracted infor-
mation about spin correlations the use of a likelihood
function was advocated in ref. [10]. Clearly, a prerequi-
site for extracting spin correlations from laboratory frame
distributions is good control over theory predictions.
In this work we use the indirect approach to spin corre-
lations and study the following differential distributions:
the angular difference ∆φ`` between the two leptons in
the transverse plane and the rapidity difference |∆η``|
between the two leptons. Both observables are sensitive
to spin correlations and can be measured with high pre-
cision since the top quarks need not be reconstructed.
Our main goal in this work is to establish if higher or-
der corrections can account for the 3.2σ discrepancy in
the ∆φ`` distribution reported in ref. [20]. Our finding is
affirmative. In hindsight, this should not come as a com-
plete surprise given the important role higher order QCD
corrections play in the tt¯ forward-backward asymmetry
[26] and in taming the so-called top pT discrepancy [27].
We caution, however, that the interpretation of higher
order corrections is not completely straightforward since
it uncovers possible subtleties in the modeling of realistic
top quark final states at hadron colliders. We explain all
this in detail in sec. III.
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2II. DETAILS ABOUT THE CALCULATION
The calculations performed in this work are at next-to-
next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD. This means that
NNLO QCD corrections to both top pair production and
top quark decay are included. This is the first time top
quark pair production and decay has been consistently
computed in NNLO QCD.
Similarly to ref. [28] where top pair production was
included in approximate NNLO, the present calculation
is performed within the narrow width approximation for
both the top quark and the W boson. This approxima-
tion is known to work well [29] for distributions that are
away from kinematic boundaries which is the case consid-
ered in this work. Below we also compare our calculation
with a more recent NLO study [30]. We recall that this
approximation has been used in the existing NNLO QCD
calculations for single top production including top decay
[31, 32].
We consistently truncate the production × decay dif-
ferential cross-section through NNLO in QCD:
dσLO = dσLO×LO ,
dσNLO = dσNLO×LO + dσLO×NLO − 2Γ
(1)
t
Γ
(0)
t
dσLO , (1)
dσNNLO = dσNNLO×LO + dσLO×NNLO + dσNLO×NLO
− 2Γ
(1)
t
Γ
(0)
t
dσNLO −
(
Γ
(1)
t
)2
+ 2Γ
(0)
t Γ
(2)
t(
Γ
(0)
t
)2 dσLO .
As the above equations imply, the top quark decay width
has also been expanded in powers of αS (as in eq. (2)).
The contribution containing NLO corrections to the two
decays is included in dσLO×NNLO.
The dσNLO correction has been known for some time
[33–35]. These results were extended in ref. [36] to in-
clude approximate NNLO results in production while
ref. [28] combined the approximate NNLO correction in
production with the complete NNLO correction in decay.
Our calculation uses the STRIPPER framework [37–39]
for NNLO calculations in QCD. The only exception is
the calculation of the dσNLO×NLO contribution where,
purely for convenience, the decay correction is computed
with the help of Catani-Seymour dipoles [40, 41] as im-
plemented in ref. [42].
We modify the existing calculations of differential top-
pair production [27, 43, 44] in such a way that the infor-
mation about the helicities of the top quarks is retained.
For the double real correction at NNLO this requires the
use of tree-level helicity amplitudes. The real-virtual cor-
rections require the calculation of the one-loop five-point
helicity amplitudes for the processes qq¯ → tt¯g, qg → tt¯q
and gg → tt¯g. To that end we have used a private version
[45] of the OpenLoops2 code [46] which employs the sta-
bility and speed improvements of [47]. We have checked
that the result agrees with a modified version of a private
code by S. Dittmaier used previously in the calculation of
spin-averaged top production. The two-loop amplitudes
qq¯ → tt¯ and gg → tt¯ have been computed in ref. [48] using
spin projections and the methods used for the derivation
of the spin-averaged amplitudes [49].
We have computed independently the NNLO QCD cor-
rection to top decay. The two-loop helicity amplitude
t → bW (→ `ν) is known analytically [50–52]. The one-
loop helicity amplitude for t → bgW (→ `ν) has been
computed in analytical form in ref. [53] and has been
checked numerically against the OpenLoops and Gosam
[54] libraries. Alternatively, we have implemented the re-
sults of ref. [42] and find agreement between the two. We
have checked that the assembled fully differential spin-
averaged top quark decay width agrees within numerical
uncertainties with the program NNTopDec [55] as well as
with ref. [56] (where such comparison was possible).
For all terms in eq. (1) but dσNNLO×LO we have
checked that they agree with ref. [28].
In the calculation we work in the Gµ-scheme and use
the following set of numerical inputs
mt = 172.5 GeV , (2)
mW = 80.385 GeV ,
mZ = 91.1876 GeV ,
ΓW = 2.0928 GeV ,
Γt =
(
1.48063− 1.18αS − 2.65α2S
)
GeV ,
GF = 1.166379× 10−5 GeV−2 .
The top quark width is specified as an αS-expansion
through NNLO in QCD [55–57] as needed in eq. (1). It
is treated as a fixed parameter throughout this work and
its value in eq. (2) corresponds to a fixed scale µ = mt.
In this work we take the b-quark to be massless and
renormalize with nF = 5 active flavors. The top quark
is renormalized on-shell, i.e. we use the top quark pole
mass. Its value mt = 172.5 GeV is lower than the world
average. It is chosen such that it agrees with the value
used by the ATLAS collaboration. This way our predic-
tions can be directly compared with ref. [20].
We use the NNPDF3.1 [58] family of parton distribu-
tions but have also checked the CT14 set [59]. The de-
fault renormalization and factorization scales are chosen
dynamically as proposed in ref. [44]:
µF,R =
HT
4
, HT =
√
m2t + p
2
T,t +
√
m2t + p
2
T,t¯ . (3)
In the evaluation of the scales eq. (3) we have used the
true top momenta, not the reconstructed ones.
Although our setup allows us to output fastNLO tables
[60, 61] in this first NNLO calculation with top decay
we have chosen for simplicity not to do so. We plan to
use this capability in future calculations similarly to our
results [62] of stable top quark production. All results
derived in this work, together with some extra plots, are
available for download from [63].
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FIG. 1: NNLO QCD predictions for the fiducial (top) and
inclusive selections (bottom) of the normalized ∆φ`` distri-
bution versus ATLAS data [20]. Uncertainty bands are from
7-point scale variation.
III. RESULTS
In this work we calculate two differential distributions,
namely, the two leptons’ angular difference in the trans-
verse plane ∆φ`` and their rapidity difference |∆η``|.
We have two selection criteria for each distribution.
The first one, called inclusive, does not assume any se-
lection cuts. The second one, called fiducial, is based on
the ATLAS selection cuts [20]: an electron and a muon
of opposite electric charge with pT > 27(25) GeV for the
harder (softer) lepton and |η| < 2.5. In addition, we re-
quire at least two jets (at least one of which is a b-flavored
jet) with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5. All jets are defined
with the anti-kT algorithm [64] with R = 0.4.
The normalized fiducial and inclusive ∆φ`` and |∆η``|
distributions are shown in fig. 1 and fig. 3, respectively.
Each curve is normalized with respect to the correspond-
ing visible cross-section, i.e. the integral under it equals
unity. The ∆φ`` distribution is compared with the pub-
lished ATLAS data [20]; the |∆η``| one is not since the
corresponding data has not been published yet.
A number of observations can be made from fig. 1.
The most interesting feature is the different behavior of
the NNLO/NLO ∆φ`` K-factor between the fiducial and
inclusive cases. With respect to the inclusive case, in
the fiducial case the K-factor is much larger, the NNLO
distribution is in good agreement with data and the scale
uncertainty is much larger. Notably, the NNLO inclusive
prediction does not agree well with data.
Since both the fiducial and inclusive data originate
from the same measurement it is not a priori clear why
the NNLO calculation would agree with only one of them.
In our view the most plausible explanation for this dis-
crepancy lies in the extrapolation of the fiducial measure-
ment to the full phase space.
Such a conclusion should not come as a complete sur-
prise since the extrapolation to full phase space is per-
formed with event generators that have accuracy different
than the one in the present work. In fact an early indica-
tion about the importance of higher order corrections in
top quark production came from the long standing top
quark pT discrepancy, namely, that NLO-accurate event
generators do not model well the LHC top quark pT dis-
tribution while the NNLO QCD correction significantly
improves the agreement with data.
A. Anatomy of higher order corrections to ∆φ``
In the following we offer a detailed analysis quantifying
a number of possible contributions to this observable. We
show that they are too small to affect the behavior of this
observable in the SM.
Is the NNLO correction large? NLO analyses [20] in-
dicate that higher order effects are likely not going to
bridge the 3.2σ discrepancy with the ATLAS ∆φ`` data.
Yet we see that the NNLO QCD prediction agrees well
with data in the fiducial region. From this one cannot
directly conclude that the NNLO correction is unusually
large. The reason is that our NNLO prediction uses scales
different than the ones in most event generators.
For our preferred choice of scales we find that the fidu-
cial NNLO/NLO K-factor is no larger than 5%. This
is perfectly reasonable NNLO correction which, more-
over, is consistent with the NLO scale uncertainty band.
The NLO/LO K-factor is larger by a factor of about 3.
In the inclusive case one observes smaller K-factors and
less scale variation which is reasonable to expect since
the observable is more inclusive. We note that in both
cases the smallness of the LO uncertainty band is due to a
cancellation between the normalization factor and is not
representative of the true uncertainty in the differential
distribution.
We conclude that the behavior of ∆φ`` is consistent
with good perturbative convergence. The NNLO cor-
rection plays an important role: in the fiducial case it
reduces the scale uncertainty by more than a factor of
two and modifies the slope of the theory prediction in a
direction that improves the agreement with data.
Choice of scales. All calculations in this work are per-
formed with three scales: the one in eq. (3) as well as
µF,R = mt and µF,R = mt/2. As can be seen in fig. 2
the result with scale mt/2 behaves similarly to the one
in eq. (3) and is even closer to data. On the other hand,
the calculation with scale mt has larger NNLO/NLO K-
factor and the agreement with data in the fiducial case
is not as good as for the other two scales.
To understand this behavior we recall that the scale
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FIG. 2: Three NNLO QCD predictions utilizing different
scales versus ATLAS data [20]. The red band represents the
7-point scale variation for the default scale choice eq. (3).
µF,R = mt/2 was found in ref. [44] to lead to fast pertur-
bative convergence for the total cross-section. This be-
havior is similar to the default dynamic scale of eq. (3).
However, perturbative convergence with the canonical
scale µF,R = mt is slower. We conclude that the pattern
of higher order corrections for the fiducial ∆φ`` distribu-
tion is in line with our previous findings for generic top
quark differential distributions. We expect that the pre-
dictions based on the default dynamic scale as well as on
the scale µF,R = mt/2 will not have significant correc-
tions beyond NNLO. By contrast, the scale µF,R = mt
may lead to non-negligible corrections beyond NNLO
which is the reason, we believe, it does not describe data
as well.
Value of mt. With the help of a NLO calculation we
have checked that the value of the top quark mass does
not affect the ∆φ`` distribution in a significant way. This
may be expected on purely dimensional grounds (∆φ``
is a dimensionless variable). Nevertheless, a dedicated
analysis is warranted in light of the findings of ref. [65]
where it was found that the treatment of spin correlations
in certain lepton distributions does have a substantial
impact on the extracted top mass.
PDF dependence. The effect on the normalized ∆φ``
distribution is at the level of 1% and thus marginal. We
have checked that by comparing two different PDF sets
(NNPDF3.1 and CT14), including their PDF errors.
Finite width and Electroweak corrections. We have per-
formed a qualitative check of these effects at NLO using
the results of ref. [30]. While the setup for that reference
is different from ours the comparison indicates that the
effects on the ∆φ`` distribution are small, perhaps of the
order of 1%. It will be very valuable to investigate such
effects in detail in the future.
Top production versus top decay. We find that radia-
tive corrections to top quark decay have a small impact
on the ∆φ`` distribution.
B. Observables other than inclusive ∆φ``
Following refs. [8, 20] we have also investigated the
∆φ`` distribution for several “slices” of the tt¯ invariant
mass mtt¯. Due to space limitation we present no re-
sults here (however see [63]) but only remark that the
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FIG. 3: NNLO QCD predictions for the fiducial (top) and
inclusive selections (bottom) of the normalized |∆η``| distri-
bution. Uncertainty bands are from 7-point scale variation.
NNLO corrections are small, in the sense that they are
well within the NLO scale uncertainty band and have
much reduced scale variation relative to NLO. Interpret-
ing such results is, however, subtle since our definition of
mtt¯ is based on the true top momenta unlike the exper-
imental setup where the tops are reconstructed (see also
refs. [8, 10] for a discussion on this point).
Finally, in fig. 3 we show the fiducial and inclusive pre-
dictions for the |∆η``| distribution. Unlike the ∆φ`` dis-
tribution, the NNLO corrections are significant both in
the fiducial and inclusive cases. It will be very interesting
to compare these predictions with data once it becomes
available. An agreement of our NNLO prediction with fu-
ture data is likely to validate our interpretation of higher
order corrections in the ∆φ`` distribution discussed in
sec. III A.
C. Quantifying spin correlations
In fig. 4 we show the magnitude of spin correlations in
the ∆φ`` distribution through NNLO in QCD. To that
end we take the ratio of the calculations with and without
spin correlations at a given order. The former calcula-
tion is performed by taking spin-averaged top-production
times spin-averaged top decay. We observe that spin cor-
relations are large and change little at higher orders.
In order to disentangle the effect of kinematics from
spin correlations, in fig. 5 we show the ratios NLO/LO
and NNLO/LO separately for the exact (top panel) and
spin-uncorrelated (middle panel) cases. We observe that
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FIG. 4: Size of spin correlations in the fiducial ∆φ`` distribu-
tion at each order through NNLO in QCD.
all these K-factors are significant in size and nearly iden-
tical to each other at a given perturbative order. This
means that while higher order corrections are substan-
tial they largely decouple from spin correlations. Indeed,
the difference between the two NLO/LO and NNLO/LO
bands is much smaller than their individual magnitudes.
This can be seen more clearly in the bottom panel where
their ratio is taken.
Our analysis shows that the control of higher order cor-
rections in the ∆φ`` distribution is essential for interpret-
ing spin correlations with high precision. This is because
in this observable spin correlations and kinematics are
mixed in a very non-trivial way and therefore a detailed
analysis of spin correlations requires good understanding
of kinematic effects.
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FIG. 5: Disentangling radiative corrections from spin corre-
lations for the fiducial ∆φ`` distribution. Shown is the ratio
NkLO/LO, for k = 0, 1, 2, for the spin-correlated calculation
(top), for the calculation without spin correlation (middle)
and their ratio (bottom). The bands represent the spread of
the ratios for each of the 7 scale variations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we compute, for the first time, the com-
plete set of NNLO QCD corrections to top-pair produc-
tion and decay at hadron colliders. We work in the nar-
row width approximation for both the top quark and the
W boson. We utilize this calculation for the study of
spin correlations in top-pair production in the dilepton
channel.
Our calculation shows that NNLO QCD corrections
to realistic dilepton top quark pair final states play an
important role: they increase the SM prediction, signif-
icantly decrease the dominant scale uncertainty and im-
prove the agreement with data.
Using the scales advocated previously in the context of
stable top production, we find that NNLO QCD agrees
with the recent 13 TeV ATLAS data thus alleviating, or
perhaps removing altogether, the earlier reported 3.2σ
discrepancy with respect to the SM.
An important finding of the present work is that data
extrapolation to full phase space with existing event gen-
erators seems not to be compatible with the direct NNLO
QCD calculation. We believe that thanks to the very
high precision of both theory predictions and experimen-
tal measurements we begin to see clear evidence that top
quark measurements begin to resolve and constrain such
delicate modeling effects.
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